Recce

We fucked each other up without reason.
Maybe it was boredom.
Possibly it was a performance.

Christopher James Chandler

It must have broken our mother’s heart, fighting over the best couch.
The damaged couches.
Shotgun.
All those smashed teacups
Superglued cracks and porcelain lies.
Now shots of whisky tend to the boredom.
Lamenting broken hearts and forgotten dreams
We fuck each other up without reason.
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Our bones are the same colour.
Violence seems to surround us.
And History repeats itself.
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History is complex like the photographs that attempt to document it.
But reality can never truly be captured, as photography will always
consist of moments ripped from their context.
War, like death, is inevitable and will be documented.
Violence and photography go hand in hand: two different kinds of
shooting.
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1. Hayden Malan, 2016. C-type. 594 x 425mm

Dark Lights

2. Martin Chandler, 2016. C-type. 594 x 425mm

Dark lights flow off the wooded counter.
Scars are sniffed as drinks and memories are covered by tents, shadows, the decisions you didn’t get to make
There is the man who died but was never a friend, a brother that was not loved like a sibling, just existing
there in that empty space

3. Brotherly Love, 2016. Video. Duration: 8:19
4. Ben (skull found during the ‘border war’), 2016. C-type. 594 x 425mm
5. Valplatte, 2016. Video. Duration: 0:41

Wake up to a feathered pillow and a beep
Filter coffee
ETV action Friday
Mundane violence
Explosions don’t burn
I’ve never burned
The throat isn’t blood, sweat and soiled
The old boy isn’t hard enough

6. Grave at Dido Valley Cemetery, Simonstown, 2016. Silver gelatin print. 460x562mm
7. Grey High School Cadet, Port Elizabeth, 2016. C-type. 594 x 425mm
8. Trooping the Colour, 2016. Video. Duration: 4:53
9. recce. , 2017. Photobook. 80 pages. 170 x 220 mm

The young son doesn’t know who I am
Who I was when I didn’t know
Still fucking don’t
I lived and died
Purgatory is the trip from the bed, to the crapper, to the stool and glass
Purgatory is a morsdop and muddy undies.
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I have sheep skinned slippers
I love that smell
The leather and wool
Sheep fat and human sweat
So sweet that memory was
Such an end that would’ve been

10. IMI Galil, 5,56 x 45mm NATO, 2016. 100 Silver gelatin prints. 8x10
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